Abstract-This research paper propose experimental support to secure Round Trip Engineering and use of security performance flexib ility trusted operating systems for the designing of secure web applications. In this research paper, for security concern, we suggest use of trusted operating systems as a platform to run these web applications. In this regard, a nu mber of trusted operating systems like Argus, Trusted Solaris, and Virtual Vault have been developed by various companies to handle the increasing need of security.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Unified Modeling Language is an extensible language for software design such as web applications, database applications, business modeling, data warehouses, legacy systems and so on [1] .In the perspective of web application development, various object oriented model-driven software develop ment processes have come into view [2] . Object oriented design uses objects in the programming language which helps in modeling the patterns of any system. It manages the software complexity and also enhances usability and maintainability of software. By the help of the suitable models, organizat ions are able to understand the structure and overall functionality of any system, by identify ing flaws in the system and applying required modifications at an early stage of its development [3] .
In Object Oriented analysis and designing, we know, Objects and classes are central part for object models. UM L is gradually more used for capturing conceptual object oriented models of software, as it supports conceptual modeling of real life do mains. In this research paper, we codify a set of invariant blueprints formalized here for confining a well-to-do class of constraints on class diagrams [4] [5] . In this paper, we are concerned with the capture of abstract entities (or classes), the associations and relat ionship existing between them and adjacent ones, as represented in one or mo re object oriented diagrams [6] .
With the help of forward engineering, we can identify the degree of coupling and the degree of cohesion fro m the source code [7] . Classes in object-oriented systems for any web applications, written in diverse object oriented programming languages, have identifiers, member functions, friend functions, friend classes, nested classes and nested functions, which replicate concepts from the domain of the web application [8] .
This research article presents an object oriented designing of a complex and large Web application, where huge amounts of data and information are accessed by no. of users. In model-driven Web engineering methodologies, the Web application can be particular through a set of conceptual models dealing with the special aspects of the web applicat ion and the ultimate C++ source code can be generated from such conceptual class models [9] [10]. In this paper, we are focusing on a case study of Store Stock Control system. In this process, we are using security performance flexib ility trusted Far above the ground, quality of software system design is necessary for the extended tenure success of software [12] . This research work not only enrich UM L profiles but also represents a proposed system design based on object oriented methodology of system design, which is also well adopted and industry leading paradig m for designing and development of large, co mplex software [13] .
We know the significance of security in web applications; we advise trusted operating systems as platform for these web applications. In reality, trusted operating systems are imp roved choice for web applications to maintain the security concern for the same, but this security will co me at a cost. For maintaining the more security for web applications, we have to implement so much security checks in trusted operating systems. With this approach, our web application will be more and more secure, but due to more security checks, the performance of the same system will disgrace in all respect. [14] [15] . This paper is structured as follows: Introduction, beginning of software system analysis, design and development, Security performance flexib ility model and its importance is discussed in section 1. Section 2 reports on the forward engineering and SPF based secure Web applications. Sections 3 focus on Problem Descript ion and Object Oriented So lution methodology. Section 4 discuss about the details of Imp lementation of Object Oriented Forward Engineering methodology. Section 5 comprises the transition process of forward engineering for secure web application. Further, section 6 focus on the Transition Process of Forward and Reverse Engineering that is also known as round trip engineering. The last section 7 comprises the conclusions, future research directions and references.
II. FORWARD ENGINEERING AND SPF BASED SECURE WEB APPLICATIONS
Web application"s safety and security is a significant difficulty in today"s Internet world. Because of increasing software's ability to trace and collect a large amounts of data and performing mining operations to obtain useful knowledge or information, which is help ful in determining future business policies and useful patterns [16] .
As we know, for maintaining the more security, the trusted operating systems are better choice for the implementation of web applications [17] . For safety and security, we focus on trusted operating systems as operating system for secure web applications. These trusted operating systems may be more pre ferable choice for maintain ing the high security in web projects. The blueprint of Trusted Operating Systems for web application is verified in the Figure 1 . In Trusted operating systems for web applications, the better quantity of security is placed into the operating system kernel. Figure 1 .b, shows this security and safety with a significantly thicker layer of kernel security checks [18] [19] . During system programming, the source code structure of kernel security check layer of a Trusted Operating System depends on the requirement elicitation, design & development of a particular web application. In figure 1 .b, the kernel safety checks are much mo re in trusted operating systems than standard operating systems. Due to more security checks, these operating systems are much more secure. This thick layer of security and safety causes Trusted Operating Systems to bear performance issue in all web applications [20] . All system calls to the Operating system kernel, must go throughout this bulky layer of security checks before they can perform any valuable and important work [21] [22] . If we imp lement the t rusted operating systems to web application than these web applications may suffer fro m perfo rmance issue due to much more security checks in trusted operating systems.
This system performance will depend upon the attributes that we are selecting during development fro m mining in various web applications [23] [24] .
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND OBJECT ORIENTED SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
This paper exp lains an object oriented Model Driven approach, secure execution environment and structure to Web application designing. As we know, the security of web application is also a major concern for web applications, this paper also focus on Security Performance Flexib ility (SPF) based s ecurity for web applications [25] . Figure 1 .b demonstrates the additional safety and various security checks in the kernel will cause trusted operating Systems to be slower than standard operating systems. If we relate the same trusted operating system for web applications, then we get very lower performance and lower efficiency in all respect, but more and more security features for web applications, the main difficulty is to balance security parameters and performance of this operating system for desired web applications.
As for as computing workload is concern, we suggest that only a little amount of parts of the operating system security are actually necessary. According to figure 2, SPF allows co mputer ad ministrators to skip some unnecessary parts of the s ecurity for web applications . During the development of secure operating systems, Designer and Developer can use the SPF structure to balance the security and performance needs in their particular web application. Whenever we prevent some useless and unnecessary parts of the Trusted Operating System security, performance, quality and efficiency of the web application can potentially be increased in all respect.
For such designing and development, first of all, we have to recognize which part can be disabled to get the highest performance in specific web application. We can achieve this through requirement elicitation and engineering. We should recognize a variety o f operations in Store Stock Control web application to d isable the unwanted system calls and operations to improve the performance. As we know all security constraints are not significant in all web applicat ions. Selection of these security checks will differ fro m one web application to another web application.
The architectural consideration behind the SPF configuration is demonstrated in Figure 2 . After object oriented modeling, we can develop the b lueprint for secure web server. After this, we can implement and run on system SPF based trusted operating systems. This System SPF, we can also implement at process level for any web application. Process -SPF of Trusted Operating Systems offers the capability to disable and stop system calls and security checks in particular web applications or web processes. For instance, a computer system administrator may stop or block the read security checks for a MPEG v ideo p layer. So, by skipping these read security checks on MPEG frame in MPEG v ideo application, we may be ab le to recover the quality and clarity of the MPEG video.
In this paper, we consider Process based SPF. Process based SPF only disables and stops the read security checks on the MPEG v ideo player. This selection of operations will vary fro m one web application to another web application. Figure 3 . Shows the entire implementation of Process SPF for Stock Control web applications. This is also confirmed in Figure 3 . The choice of System-SPF or Process-SPF and both will depend upon the requirement and complexity of web application. In this article, we are using the experimental software designing and development for Store Stock Control. UM L 2.0 is for the same purpose. No doubt, that software design and development process and object oriented empirical modeling is very impo rtant for the development of e-co mmerce applications and IT applications.
Consider the subsequent requirements for Store Stock Control system: Store Stock Control system requires a new point of sale and stock control system for their many stores throughout the United Kingdom to replace their ageing min i store based systems. A sales assistant will be capable to process an order by entering product numbers (This product No. will be unique in stock control system) and required quantities into the system. The Store Stock Control system will display a description, price and available stock respectively. In-stock products will normally be collected immediately by the consumer fro m the Store Stock Control system but may be selected for delivery to the consumer"s home address for which there will be a charge. If stock is not available the sales I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 5, 43-54 assistant will be capable to create a backorder for the product from a regional warehouse. The products will then either be delivered direct fro m the regional warehouse to the consumer"s home address or to the store for collection by the consumer. 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECT ORIENTED FORWARD ENGINEERING
The Use case diagrams have been drawn to emphasize all important scenarios and cases regarding the system use by these actors. As we know, 'Use Cases' are used to represent the functional requirements and services of the software system. So, we should design the use case diagram o f above case study for round trip engineering. If the use case was successful the summary report is delivered to the sales manager. If not, the error is generated.
For novel modeling and fu ll UM L notation, we also can use some predefined stereotypes like <<include>> and <<extend >>can also be used in extended use case diagram, as we can see in figure 4 . This solution can be complemented by designing a sequence diagram. The interaction or sequence diagrams are used when we desire to know the message flow and of the software systems. Figure 5 ; demonstrate the sequence diagram for Store Stock Control system. Nowadays visualizing interaction is a comp lex task. Thus the solution is to use special types of models to capture the diverse aspects of the interaction. The following are the usages of interaction diagrams:
 To confine dynamic performance o f a software system. As we know, in object oriented language, object will co mmun icate through message passing This paper focuses on empirical relationships between SPF model, the use case, sequence diagram and class diagrams. Web developers need to create a wellconnected object oriented classes, where classes have high cohesion and low coupling between them.
By using above use case diagram, we develop the component based classes. After this we generate source code in C++ and execute forward engineering and reverse engineering for the same web application with the help of forward engineering tool. When we want to model the structure of a system or a web applicat ion, we can make use of class diagram. When we want to model the interaction among objects in runtime, with the sequence of method invocation, we can make use of sequence diagra m.Class diagram obviously shows the mapping with object oriented languages like Java, C++ etc. So fro m realistic experience class diagram is normally used for construction purpose of software development process.
As source code is in text form, it is difficult and is hard for hu man to read or analy ze, especially when the logic is difficult and involves a large nu mber of classes. "A picture is worth a thousand words", by visualizing source code with diagram, we can simp ly realize the classes involve as well as their association in run time. so that we can gain a better understanding of C++ source code by reading diagram instead of looking to a possibly thousand lines of source code.
The standard class diagram of Store Stock Control web application is as follows in figure Logical and technical Designers can build a high level object oriented class model, then pass to web developer to perform mo re lo wer-level software system modeling, and ultimately fo llo w the forward engineering to generate source code in any object oriented language. With IBM rational Rose, we can simp ly generate source code in object oriented language from class diagram. This source code will work as blue print for software development team. Through roundtrip engineering, we develop the understanding level of co mplex soft ware. In the above experimental case, we have transformed the object oriented models into C++ source code. With the help of above software development process, developers can identify software Metrics like no. of data member per class, friend functions and friend classes, data structure metrics, coupling between objects, information flow etc.
VI. TRANSITION PROCESS OF FORWARD AND REVERSE ENGINEERING
As we know, Round-trip engineering is the capability to create object oriented UML model fro m source code and generate source code fro m these object oriented UM L model, and keep them synchronized. For any web application, we can use round-trip engineering to remain our implementation model and source code up-to-date. Object oriented design information is imp roved fro m the source code and some obtainable design documentation. As we know, the software roundtrip engineering i.e. forward engineering and backward engineering (as we can notice in Fig.7 ) plays a vital role in software development life cycle. In this paper, we have used round trip engineering implementation for the same stock control system web application. In Figure.7 indicates the imp lemented model of Software Round trip engineering process for complex software development. There are various business object oriented tools that provide the reverse engineering abilities. In this paper we have used IBM Rat ional Rose for the same purpose. UM L tools mostly apply reverse engineering to execute round-trip engineering.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
This research paper creates experiential support to showcase the effectiveness and efficiency of object oriented modeling in software development, with primary focus of security through the process SPF and system level SPF based security in web applications. For maintaining the balance between security and performance, this paper covers the concept of security based forward engineering and round-trip engineering where round-trip engineering maintains the synchronization between your C++ source code and software design.
The mining restrictions imposed by proposed informat ion securing system, includes complex processing steps, so it becomes necessary to visualize and design its model accordingly befo re its actual implementation. In this paper, we describe experiential round trip engineering, object oriented modularization, source code structuring and restructuring of secure software system.
Presently this research paper is related to static models, which are logically very close to the develop ment and execution. In fo rthcoming study, this work can be extending for dynamic modeling for mo re and more refine and high qualitative software.
